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Abstract. Content-to-data is a global trend in the Information Community and publishers are at the heart of this transition.
Secondary Publishers (database producers) face strong headwinds in the building of revenue growth, but at the same time sit
on massive amounts of data that has been curated and indexed over decades. Big Data technologies such as Machine Learning,
Artiﬁcial Intelligence, and linked data are ﬁnally coming of age to help create new services for both primary and secondary
publishers, unlocking new meaning and relevance to both open data, and proprietary content assets. This paper provides an
insight into the proprietary technologies developed at Molecular Connections and how these can be leveraged to generate a new
lease of life for services in a maturing secondary publishing market.
Keywords: Artiﬁcial intelligence, machine learning, machine aided abstracting and indexing, big data, linked data stores,
scalability and adaptability

1. Status quo of abstracting and indexing in scholarly publishing
Contrary to the popular belief, the advent of Internet of Things, the Big Data revolution, and digitization
have necessitated a fresh outlook to the extant need and relevancy of Abstracting and Indexing (A&I)
services in scholarly publishing. For this new generation of information users/consumers the ability to
balance staying current and updated on one hand while sifting through humongous amounts of data,
ingesting only the relevant data in a minimalistic fashion on the other, is largely dependent on the ease
of access to platforms that allow him/her to do that in real time with some prompts here and there about
the qualitative and quantitative state of the content. Google and other state-of-the-art platforms allow
for this sort of direct user-to-content interactions. There exists something for all levels of users on such
platforms, ranging from simple keyword search to advanced recommendations. These platforms act as
primary facets over content search that will eventually lead to speciﬁc publisher sites/platforms [1]. More
often than not, however, an intermediate-to-basic user is either over ﬂooded with a lot of low-relevancy
results or is restricted by very few generic results on such ease-of-access platforms. Access to deep-indexed
content and custom reports/summaries for sales and customer insights driving decisions are the need of
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hour for today’s information seeker. These needs translate to having services in place that enable highthroughput content enrichment, knowledge discovery systems, and an entire knowledge ecosystem that
caters to diﬀerent discoverability needs across an entire body of legacy content together with the constant
inﬂow of new content.
With stricter budgetary constraints for libraries and lack of cost-eﬀective access to technological
advancements in the case of publisher platforms, bridging the gap between content churn-out rate and
meeting demands of knowledge discovery is a growing concern [2].

2. Exploiting the untapped potentials of machine learning and artiﬁcial intelligence
Although a lot of progress has been made in terms of the applications of Machine Learning (ML)
and Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) for knowledge discovery tasks, it remains a very domain-dependent, timeconsuming, and costly attempt at a solution [3]. If the core modules are not suﬃciently ﬂexible with
changing variables, cost and time parameters can skyrocket and scaling becomes increasingly pricey. To
ensure return on investments, at the very least, the Machine Learning and Artiﬁcial Intelligence modules
must be scalable with a ﬂexibility to remove/add/change a few parameters/inputs at a given point.
At Molecular Connections, we have built proprietary cartridges of ML and AI modules that are capable
of catering to complex tasks such as domain indexing, topic or subject area classiﬁcations, named-entity
extractions and recognitions, mining for associations, fast-track ontology creations, entity disambiguation,
question and answering, and text and image parsers. All of these modules are plug-and-play and can be
integrated seamlessly into any existing workﬂow solution or they can be assembled end-to-end to create a
custom solution for a speciﬁc need. In addition to being ﬂexible, these individual modules are re-trainable
with new inputs and learning systems ranging from active to reinforcement learning. The detailed features
and capabilities of these proprietary modules are listed in the following sections.

3. MC proprietary modules
MC PARSERTM : A proprietary solution to process unstructured content and XMLs to a standard format.
This module acts as a central ingestion module enabling information extraction from a broad spectrum
of source data, normalizing the records for downstream processing, and packing records in reﬂections
of acceptable standards for delivery in any content enrichment/indexing tasks. Features and components
include:
• XML parsers: XML parsers consist of a library of parsers based on xml formats of all major publishers
• Non-XML parsers: Appropriate Non-XML parser for extracting text from PDF, doc and other formats
as required
• OCR processing: Hard copies and archived source data are accommodated and processed in the
workﬂow as digital OCR elements
• Transformation and standardization to a common format (For instance, NISO JATS)
• Additional conversions to standard formats; e.g., XMLs to PDFs
• Plug-and-play reconditioning
• Versioning of documents
• Validation and updating of schema
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MC MINERTM : A proprietary, high accuracy text mining solution. Features include:
• Plug and play rules/Scope deﬁnitions: Use an ontology/thesaurus for the classiﬁcation. System is
customizable for any number of rules with or without precedence (Lexical and Contextual rules)
• Complete Machine Learning Modules for classiﬁcations and topic modeling
• Ensemble named entity taggers: Dictionary (Multiple thesauri/Controlled Vocabularies) + Machine
trained models + Rules
• Accompanying APIs for each subtask listed above
• Re-indexing with threshold criteria along with identifying archival content being aﬀected by current
changes in the model and/or heuristics
• Augmentation/Enhancement of existing indexing with versioning information
• Integrated feedback ingestion and learning system ensuring validations, Quality Monitoring, and
Optimization
MC LEXICONTM : A proprietary ontology ingestion, maintenance and workﬂow management system.
Features Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible schema creation and customizable properties and speciﬁcations of concepts and relationships
Plug-and-play modules for normalization of concepts with external resources.
Role-based user management.
Quality control pipelines with a range of validations at schema and data level and trace back mechanisms
with user logs and reports
Visual summaries.
Bulk uploads via simple text ﬁles, excels, etc.
SKOS-JSON-based format standards that alleviates the need for complete transformation across
diﬀerent standards
APIs for Concepts, concept details, and properties and concept hierarchies

MC IDENTIFYTM : A proprietary author and institution disambiguation and standardization system,
enabling metadata standardization against an accepted standard. This module includes the complete
normalization and benchmarking essentials prior to standards and allows for multi-standards usage.
Features Include:
• A parser to ingest various forms of inputs
• A speciﬁcally-tuned MC MinerTM module to identify diﬀerent categories of named entities (authors,
organizations, people, geo-locations, etc.)
• Ontologies/CVs of named entities (authors, topics, institutions, places, etc., with standardizations)
• An AI-based clustering algorithm for automated clustering of similar named entities
• A Machine Learning rule-based engine to inﬂuence the said clustering via plug and play user inputs
• Allowing for manual intervention to disambiguate semi-automated data points
• APIs talking to the linked data store
MC ANALYSETM : An interactive tool for performing data analytics and visualization primarily focused
on business intelligence. Features Include:
• Schema less, can be conﬁgured for various data formats
• Agile environment and conﬁgurable
• Supports multiple columns
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Fig. 1. New revenue model created by leveraging machine learning, artiﬁcial intelligence, and semantic data stores.

•
•
•
•

Custom report formats can be produced
Search and analytics
Custom report generation
Supports external API integration

4. Leveraging semantic/linked data stores to create and sustain new revenue models
As a result of using one or more of the modules described above, high-throughput content can
be mirrored into a new, all-encompassing linked-entity model. A linked data store with its cellular
components ranging from entities, attributes that deﬁne those entities, and the interactions amongst those
entities is then weaved into a complex, but unique, knowledge ecosystem (KE). This KE then becomes
the hub of the information ﬂow on which cognitive tasks are applied to infer and analyze the knowledge
ﬂow (Depicted in Fig. 1). Key components that aﬀect how this knowledge ﬂow is perceived are heuristics,
standards of the cognitive systems used (Reusability and reproducibility) and robustness/ﬂexibility (both
deﬁned and redeﬁned by spatio-temporal stimulants).

5. Conclusion
Publishing community’s need of the hour is to be able to apply Machine Learning and Artiﬁcial
Intelligence modules in order to solve complex problems and enable discoveries, ultimately creating
knowledge ecosystems out of the voluminous data that they have already accumulated along with the
additional data continuously being added. With the solutions/modules described in this paper, these
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modern technological advances can be seamlessly employed, scaled-up, and sustained to create new
revenue models for both primary and secondary publishers alike.

About Molecular Connections
Molecular Connections Pvt Ltd., was founded in 2001 by Jignesh Bhate upon whose presentation at
the 2018 NFAIS Conference this paper is partially based. Bhate, its CEO, led the company from a startup to a globally-respected organization that is the largest STM Indexing and Abstracting Company from
India, with expertise that covers machine learning, text mining, literature curation, ontology development,
content analytics, and visualization (see: http://www.molecularconnections.com/?page_id=18182). The
corresponding author for this paper is Usha B. Biradar, a Decision Science Specialist at Molecular
Connections. Email: usha.bb@molecularconnections.com.
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